HOW THE BIRTH OF MOBILITY CULTURE AND THE RISE OF NEW CONSUMER VALUES WILL REDEFINE OUR JOURNEY FROM HERE TO THERE
The best of emerging Silicon Valley companies and iconic automotive brands have transformed the way we travel. The attention and consumer adoption of ridesharing, carsharing services, e-scooters, e-bikes and other alternatives to traditional car ownership has hinted at the end of America’s car culture.

In a recent Allison+Partners study, we explored the impact technology has had on how we define transportation, and how an influx of new mobility options has paved the way for mobility culture’s birth. Allison+Partners Senior Vice President and Automotive Specialty Group Head Marcus Gamo spoke to senior marketing and corporate communications leadership from Toyota, Uber and Trōv about the findings to learn how industry leaders adapt to this critical shift in consumer values.
LYONS (TOYOTA)
The biggest news has been around connected automation and electrified vehicles. However, as Toyota continues to transition from an automobile to a mobility company, what’s more interesting is how mobility culture is changing our business. We want to do more than just build hardware. We want to be of service to society – building its software, its platforms and really helping people reach the unreachable.

BEREZNY (TRÔV)
Many are making predictions about what transportation will look like in the future, and I think many of those will be true. But what I’m shocked at is the rapid, unpredictable change. For example, I don’t think anyone could have predicted what’s happening with scooters right now. It’s the Wild West in cities where they exist with people on and off sidewalks and there is very little regulation. That’s something we’re trying to tackle at Trôv – offering digital insurance that’s built to adapt to the different cases that come up within mobility.

MARCUS GAMO
Overall, what new aspects of transportation and mobility have captured your attention?
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MARCUS GAMO
Davis, a large part of your role at Uber is policy and regulation. What are your thoughts?

WHITE (UBER)
Yes, that’s how I spend my days. I manage our policy communications for Uber across the Western United States. I also would not have predicted the bike and scooter activity this time last year. This year I’ve been working with the city of Los Angeles on the bike and scooter regulations that were recently released and final permits. I judge what’s happening with mobility innovation by what I have to do sometimes. A lot of these cities moved from a pilot to a one-year permit. We now not only have to ask what they’re requiring, but also what connections exist between how they’re regulating bikes and scooters with how they seek to regulate other modes of transit, be it cars or couriers.

MARCUS GAMO
Thinking about innovation and the way we communicate about new mobility options, we seem to have arrived at a cultural shift. How would you define mobility culture today?

BEREZNY (TRÔV)
Yes, have to ladder back to where mobility culture comes from, which would be car culture. It might not be exciting outside of a group of recreational enthusiasts to say, ‘I’m going to get a special license so that I can be part of this car culture.’ However, I think mobility culture today is very utility-based. It’s less about a brand and more about the ability to get from one place to the other. This will likely change in the future, as the services get commoditized and brand becomes the differentiating factor.

It’s confusing right now, and with confusion comes opportunity. Right now, if you travel from city to city, you have to open somewhere around 5 to 10 different mobility apps. There’s this fragmentation of brands, and I personally think that it will all aggregate together and narrow into two or three big brands that will pick them up.

WHITE (UBER)
Yes, the complex web of partnerships… In San Francisco, you can open your Uber app, rent a car, use Getaround and check out a bike or a scooter. But unfortunately, it’s not the case everywhere. It would be great to expand accessibility to these services and that fewer platforms options are better, just as long as true partnerships are there.

LYONS (TOYOTA)
All great points. From an automaker’s perspective, it’s more about figuring out how to satisfy all these needs. How do you develop a mobility as a service platform while still producing and selling personal vehicles and balancing automation and electrification? It’s challenging, especially when trying to blend these approaches into a larger transportation ecosystem.

MARCUS GAMO
Brian, you speak quite publicly about mobility being an inherent human right. That it’s very much in our DNA. How has that sentiment fueled the way Toyota introduces mobility innovation and markets it, especially to consumers today?

LYONS (TOYOTA)
First off, it begins with a shift in company culture. I’ve been with Toyota over 33 years. But we’re approaching mobility differently now. In the past, we didn’t look at the human challenges that some people would have towards movement. It was always about building great cars that were fun to drive.

Now, we’re considering how to make them more accessible for a broader range of people. Some of the things we’re discussing today are new. For instance, how do we give back the keys to aging parents. Or, when automation finally arrives and we start seeing Level 4 and Level 5 autonomous vehicles, how do we build a car that is safer for a teenager to drive or ride in?
MARCUS GAMO
If we think about how technology can help keep the keys in an aging demographic’s hands and still make sure that we’re meeting the needs of today’s youth, what from a policy standpoint needs to change?

WHITE (UBER)
It’s actually quite complicated. Lawmakers and trends officials have very hard jobs. While people might think Uber is regulated at the state level like insurance, our business is hyper-local down to the curb. So, we need to explore what partnerships can be formed with government around sharing data and improving operations for safety and congestion and really help cities rethink the future of the curb. Then we need to assess the impact that has on everything related – bike lanes, metered parking and more. There’s a lot to consider and Uber will pop up at unlikely places with an opinion on everything from road or congestion pricing to help shape these decisions.

MARCUS GAMO
Jeff, from your perspective, how has the new mobility culture impacted the protection needs of those taking new forms of transportation?

BEREZNY (TRÔV)
The introduction of new modes of transportation definitely creates new protection needs. For example, with autonomous vehicles, one of the most common statements around insurance is, “Oh, we won’t need insurance anymore. There will be no accidents.” Hopefully, yes, there will be no accidents. But it doesn’t mean people don’t need insurance. Rather, they might need a different type or the insurance just needs to move to a different place – either to the OEM or the manufacturer. That’s something people will need to get their heads around, whether they’re in an autonomous vehicle, an Uber or on a scooter. And there are still insurance requirements because somebody is liable if something happens. So, if you are on a scooter and, I don’t know, crash into another car or crash into another scooter or cause an accident, there’s a lot of confusion around who’s liable for that right now in the different municipalities.

I think the perspective on insurance will change from, “I have to get insurance because I have a car,” to, “I have to get insurance if I want to be mobile.” This is a really important change and will take a while to get there. But if you want to use all these different modes of transportation, you’ll have to get a type of insurance that covers you on all of them.

MARCUS GAMO
That’s interesting because you’re talking about multi-model transportation needs. From our recent study, it’s clear there’s a difference in attitudes on this, especially with Gen Z consumers. They actually just see a car as a functional need of transportation vs. a representation of themselves. What do you think is driving that change in attitude?
MARCUS GAMO
One brand can't solve mobility challenges alone. What role do partnerships play and how are each of you approaching mobility challenges through these?

WHITE (UBER)
I think it's competitive and that's a good thing. Partnerships are with government, competitors and folks in totally different spaces, like the rental car business. It's very exciting just to see what sticks and works for everyone.

BEREZNY (TRŌV)
Things are changing so fast, and I think we'll be surprised. We could say, “yes, it will be this or “it will be that,” and there's all kinds of trend analysis on this. However, I think we'll be surprised on what it is that hits. As well, we should get ridesharing right in a given city before we expand and do other things, like scooters.

I'll use another analogy: The Model T. When that was first invented, they were trying to make horses better. They said, “How can we make the horse better?” They said, “let's get rid of all that,” but they didn't think immediately, “let's make a car.” That's what we'll continue to see in automotive or in commercial mobility. That's what we see with scooters in a different level, and I think we'll continue to see that over the next 15 years.

LYONS (TOYOTA)
I think they have to. There’s always going to be people who love to drive cars and love to work on cars. In fact, Toyota prioritizes programs in Japan around Takumi craftsmanship and monozukuri, the art of making things. We don’t want to forget the physical skills required to build things. This culture is out there and will continue. It’s not just buying a commodity, using it until it breaks and buying another one. There’s a really big culture out there and people understanding what it takes to make something work and what it takes to build it.

It'll be interesting to see from a brand point of view what that means. What is the mobility brand? Because there's so much fragmentation, how will they consolidate? Right now, people have a different connection with a Toyota or GM versus a Tesla. It'll be fascinating to watch mobility brands start to position themselves in different places in the consumer mindset.
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What’s interesting to me is the question: when do we know we're at the finish line as a mobility company or when we're a mobility brand? Because there's so much fragmentation, how will they consolidate? Right now, people have a different connection with a Toyota or GM versus a Tesla. It'll be fascinating to watch mobility brands start to position themselves in different places in the consumer mindset.
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It'll be interesting to see from a brand point of view what that means. What is the mobility brand? Because there's so much fragmentation, how will they consolidate? Right now, people have a different connection with a Toyota or GM versus a Tesla. It'll be fascinating to watch mobility brands start to position themselves in different places in the consumer mindset.

LYONS (TOYOTA)
What’s interesting to me is the question: when do we know we’re at the finish line as a mobility brand or a mobility company? For insurance companies, there’s a model. The same is true for Uber as an innovator in its space. But for an older company like Toyota, when do we know we’re a mobility company or when we’re a mobility brand? There’s no model to go by.

WHITE (UBER)
There are some big moments like ridesharing, e-bikes along with scooters and Pool. But, even when these moments aren't apparent, there are still big opportunities to change policy and impact future parking and future cities. They’re all connected.

BEREZNY (TRŌV)
Things are changing so fast, and I think we'll be surprised. We could say, “yes, it will be this or “it will be that,” and there's all kinds of trend analysis on this. However, I think we'll be surprised on what it is that hits. As well, we should get ridesharing right in a given city before we expand and do other things, like scooters.

I’ll use another analogy: The Model T. When that was first invented, they were trying to make horses better. They said, “How can we make the horse better?” They said, “let’s get rid of all that,” but they didn’t think immediately, “let’s make a car.” That’s what we’ll continue to see in automotive or in commercial mobility. That’s what we see with scooters in a different level, and I think we’ll continue to see that over the next 15 years.

MARCUS GAMO
Smartphones have been synonymous with productivity, entertainment and social experiences. And, we can’t wait for our favorite smartphone brand to introduce the next generation of features every year. Is technology outpacing the realities of mobility innovation, or can the two coexist?

LYONS (TOYOTA)
There’s really three ways to look at it. Sometimes, innovation takes a slow path and then there’s the steep path. Then there’s the hockey stick... and finally... boom... something happens. There have been cases with innovative technology, like lithium-ion batteries, that seemed to have had significant change over a short period of time. In reality, lithium batteries didn’t change that much or that quickly, but certainly changed the market itself. That said, there are key elements we look at when planning for the future: artificial intelligence, ubiquitous connectivity, energy sources and material sciences. If you imagine the functionality of a cell phone, and then you try and build a car with the same basic concept, the flexibility, the adaptability, you have to be able to invest in it and research different materials and different techniques to do that.

WHITE (UBER)
From our side, we’re focused on trying to grow the power and have as many options possible for the consumers that want to use ours, and our job is to make it as best as possible.
MARCUS GAMO
As transportation marketers, we talk so much about an autonomous future. Is that reality what we define as the ultimate achievement for mobility innovation? Or is that another opportunity for us to reinvent the journey of how we get from here to there?

BEREZNY (TRÔV)
When you say, “autonomous or self-driving,” there’s a perception of what that is for a lot of people. There’s sort of like, “Would you buy a self-driven car?” We’re going to see so many different dimensions of autonomous. The easiest ones are going to be freight or buses or roads that are predictable, or robots delivering under a certain path. I was in a hotel in San Diego and they had one of those robots that autonomously delivered snacks to my room, which seemed a little bit overkill. But, there’s going to be so many different flavors of autonomous that each will deliver some aspect of relevance to consumers. I personally don’t think many people will buy autonomous cars. I think these will be deployed with a shared service.

WHITE (UBER)
We saw this vision in Los Angeles when seeking out bike and scooter permits. There are so many different policy issues, like safety and equity and who’s responsible for accidents, compared to those we would see with autonomous vehicles. What happens when you want to ride an electric scooter from Venice to Santa Monica, cross the city street and get into a wreck? Those are conversations we’ll have to come up with autonomous vehicles as well.

BEREZNY (TRÔV)
To win with Gen Z, we have to think in three main buckets: access, efficiency and safety. I think that the big benefit of this whole explosion of mobility is that you’re going to be able to access things you’ve never been able to access before, and that’s going to draw customers in.

If you’re going to be able to do it in the fastest, most efficient way possible, which hopefully solves some traffic problems, it’s going to be safer, which is obviously really exciting. I think when you put all three of those things together, it turns a lot of the things that we just put up with today with transportation on its head. We put up with sitting in traffic, we put up with horrible accidents. I think that the proposition in the future will say that’s unacceptable, it needs to be accessible, it needs to be efficient and it needs to be safe.

LYONS (TOYOTA)
I love that language, and I would like that when you think “mobility,” those three attributes are unspoken or shared. I hope someday that when we say mobility, it will be a given that it’s inclusive, accessible, ubiquitous, environmentally considerate and safe.

46% of Gen Z consumers agree the most important factor of autonomous vehicles is the brand making the car.

MARCUS GAMO
As Gen Z in particular looks at mobility as a shared experience or shared time, what excites each of you the most about these new consumer values?

WHITE (UBER)
That’s exactly one of the key things that stood out to us in your study – that despite the attitudinal shifts, the value of brand will remain. Many think of Uber as still being a relatively new player. Uber has built up a significant amount of trust, loyalty and an advocacy for a lot of the right reasons, and I think that value of brand will continue.
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